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This event is a part of the XTERRA circuit of nationwide points races and the 2009
Race of the Year as chosen by XTERRA event participants. It is easy to see why the
choice was made with a gorgeous venue, quiet surroundings, challenging bike and
run courses plus one of the most enthusiastic event/organization staffs in the nation.
The swim venue is Sawyer Lake, a privately owned body of water that supports the
event in a clean environment. A highlight of the swim course is “XTERRA Island”
marking the halfway point where swimmers must exit the water, traverse the island
while greeting the welcoming native habitants, then re-enter the water for the return
leg of the swim. The 2-lap bike course winds over local adjacent trails and fire roads,
bulked up by testing climbs that must be repeated. The run course takes place on trails and roads with a flat
mile at just the right time to ensure a fair aerobic test with opportunity to recover. Home-cookin’ awaits all
finishers as well as cool fluid replacement and music to celebrate with. Family and friends are welcomed
with a super quick, super fun kids race to while away the wait and food is available for purchase with
proceeds supporting a local charity.

Course Layout
Featured Course: Swim
There were two waves of about a hundred participants each that started 5
minutes apart. This allowed the faster, more proficient swimmers to smartly
move along the course leaving easy sighting and clear water for the slower
swimmers. Swim support was abundant: the number of lifeguards exceeded
the USAT minimum standard, kayaks, a jet ski and 2 motorized water craft
were additional resources.
Bike
The bike course consisted of 2 loops in a figure-eight configuration. With the
small field size, there were no observations or reports of congestion on the
trails, nor were there any crossovers or other course-related conflict.
Run
The run course also contained 2 loops. Spectators could converge at the
looping point to cheer on their family members and friends which was fun for
everyone and certainly encouraging to the competitors. Off-road events are
HARD and so the support is indeed welcome.
Transition
Abundant signage helped guide the participants through the TA which can
often be the most confusing aspect of an event. Not here. Entrances were
clearly marked, timing mats laid out and 10x10 tents marked the exits as well.
Open racking, as is customary for a smaller event was the order of the day and

there was abundant space for all participants. There was no crowding and so it seemed the athletes were
comfortable with setting up their gear without fear of items being moved, stepped on or otherwise
mistreated. TA was ‘semi-hard’ fencing since the RD made very effective use of hi-viz orange plastic fencing
and steel poles. While some cost savings may have been a result of lesser attention to transition security (we
have seen cones, police tape or no fencing at all), this proved to be an outstanding example of a smaller
event production company paying strict attention to this very important sanction requirement and detail.

Featured Aspect: The Vibe
If anyone reading this report is new to the world of multisport in the past decade or so, this event is a perfect
example of the grassroots of triathlon and the essence of what makes triathlon so much fun. The laid back
atmosphere is supported by a woodsy venue with no intrusions or suburban traffic. The event staff loves
what they do and works diligently, yet with seeming effortlessness, to attend to critical safety and
organizational detail. Effort is not wasted and it shows. Every athlete and their supporters are ‘family’ here;
this is what the sport was like when triathletes were a ‘tribe’ in the late ‘80’s and Raise the Bar has captured
this feeling with a modern-day classic event.
Conclusion
Whether new to the fun and challenge of the off-road triathlon experience or a seasoned veteran, this is a
stellar event aimed at all comers. It is truly a “Five-Diamond” quality race and we wonder if that is unfairly
critical of the diamonds! The friendly enthusiastic team from Raise the Bar has clearly put thought and care
into the preparation and execution of a stern test of fitness. The race takes place in a quiet lake community
that embraces the XTERRA vibe for a day. The course is a pure adrenaline-charged challenge: safe, secure
and immaculately cared for. We guarantee you won’t miss the jumbo-tron, the crowded parking, the
grumpy displaced neighbors or long lines for everything from packets to shirts to port-a-potties because they
don’t exist here. Racing at this event provides each participant with every element of what triathlon is all
about.

“We guarantee you won’t miss
the jumbo-tron, the crowded
parking, the grumpy displaced
neighbors or long lines for
everything from packets to
shirts to port-a-potties because
they don’t exist here. Racing at
this event provides each
participant with every element
of what triathlon is all about.”

Why to Do It: TOP 10
10. Abundant food for all: athletes, volunteers and spectators
9. Home-cooked post-race food
8. Great signage: you won’t get lost on these trails!
7. Swim goes across an island!
6. Sweet technical race shirt for both athletes and volunteers
5. Parking easily available on-site and nearby for overflow
4. Excellent medical tent location and setup
3. Police ‘speed trap’ on the bike tracks the fastest cyclist
2. Enthusiastic, knowledgeable race staff
1. Perfect race to experience the beauty of the Northwest

